Today, technology is intimately connected with our life, work, and communication—the reason we’re making it a more seamless experience. Jolt USB charging easily integrates technology that is critical for connection within the workspace.

With a Jolt USB charger, you can charge a variety of devices, including phones and tablets with a single unit. And sometimes, simple is simply the best approach. The charging unit adheres to laminate, veneer, solid surface or glass tops providing connectivity and functionality that is clean, flexible and easily available. With Jolt, you make the decision on where you want to place the charging device and the rest falls into place.

STATEMENT OF LINE

FEATURES & OPTIONS

- Capable of charging iOS or Android phones
- Front connectors are backlit (blue) indicating USB connections are powered
- Charges up to two amps per port
- Charges devices compatible with USB 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 (Type A)
- Includes UL listed power adapter with ten foot cord